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CHAPTER 3

Building a Smarter Chicago
By Daniel X. O’Neil

Introduction

As the open data and open government movement continues, there is 

a lot of talk about building local ecosystems for the work. The general 

idea is that there has to be a mildly magic combination of data, policy, 

developers, capital, and products to enable the kind of growth that is 

necessary to take the movement to the next level—where there is a ma-

ture market for open government products that serve real community 

needs and lead to sustainable revenue.

The thing about building an ecosystem is that when it is done deliber-

ately, it can be a slog. Building a developer community from scratch, 

convincing local government to publish data, getting venture capitalists 

to take a look at open government projects—all of this is tough work 

that takes time.

By looking at the Chicago example, however, we can see that there’s 

OFTEN�MORE�BUILT�THAN�IT�lRST�SEEMS��4HE�COMPONENTS�CAN�BE�FOUND��IN�
VARYING�DEGREES��IN�ANY�UNIT�OF�GOVERNMENT��4HE�TRICK�IS�TO�lND��COBBLE��
and congeal these pieces together.

What follows is an illustrative, incomplete, and idiosyncratic look at the 

ecosystem in Chicago. It is meant to provide a thumbnail take on how 

THE�ECOSYSTEM�DEVELOPED�HERE��WHILE�SPARKING�lRES�ELSEWHERE�

Data: An Era of Incidental Transparency

The story starts with Citizen ICAM (Information Collection for Auto-

mated Mapping), the granddaddy of all crime mapping applications, 

created by the Chicago Police Department in May 1995. I wrote about 
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this system back in 2006 because I wanted to understand the archae-
OLOGY�OF�THIS�DISTINCTLY�UNIQUE��AND�RELATIVELY�DIFlCULT�TO�USE	�INTERFACE�
(O’Neil, 2006). You can learn a lot about software by its backstory. 
(ERE�S� THE�lRST� SENTENCE� OF� A� *ULY� �����.ATIONAL� )NSTITUTE� OF� *USTICE�
report on Citizen ICAM:

To better understand the nature and extent of criminal and social 
problems in the community and improve allocation of resources, a 
growing number of crime control and prevention organizations are 
turning to computerized mapping. (Rich, 1996)

4HE�IMPETUS�BEHIND�THE�PROJECT��h#ITIZENv�IS�THE�lRST�WORD�IN�ITS�NAME	�
was the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) program. Here’s 
another snip from the 1996 report:

ICAM was developed as part of CPD’s far-reaching and ambitious 
community policing strategy. Unlike many other community-po-
licing programs that are limited to a single unit in the depart-
ment, the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) is de-
partment-wide. The strategic plan for reinventing CPD describes 
CAPS as a “wholesale transformation of the department, from a 
largely centralized, incident-driven, crime suppression agency to 
a more decentralized, customer-driven organization dedicated to 
solving problems, preventing crime, and improving the quality of 
life in each of Chicago’s neighborhoods.

In fact, CAPS is really a city program with strong support from the 
-AYOR�S�OFlCE�AND�CLOSE�INVOLVEMENT�OF�CITY�AGENCIES��WHICH�HAVE�
been directed to give top priority to “CAPS service requests” that 
affect crime and neighborhood safety. (Rich, 1996)

This twenty-year-old project is a model for where we need to be now—
and where the movement seems to be heading. It starts with deep in-
put from residents to form a “customer-driven organization.”

In the technology world, we call these people “users.”

Adrian Holovaty’s ChicagoCrime.org—widely considered a major 
impetus in the open data movement—simply would not have existed 
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without Citizen ICAM (Holovaty, 2008). At the same time, Chicago-
Crime.org was certainly not well-formed public data. For instance, all 
data was retrieved by scraping with obscure URL calls that ignored the 
user interface, which limited searches to a quarter-mile radius.

Another example is transit data “published” by the Chicago Transit Au-
thority in the context of their proprietary Bus Tracker system. I covered 
this extensively in a January 2009 blog post (O’Neil, 2009). The upshot is 
that Harper Reed scraped all data driving the app, cached it, and served 
it to developers. This led to a blossoming of transit-focused apps.

The culmination of this work is the publication of the CTA’s own API, 
a document wherein Harper and I are explicitly called out for helping 
them develop it:

Special thanks go to Harper Reed and Dan O’Neil for their sup-
port and encouragement, and to the independent development 
community, for showing such great interest in developing appli-
CATIONS�WITH�#4!�DATA��LEADING�TO�THE�CREATION�OF�THIS�OFlCIAL�!0)��
Thank you. (Chicago Transit Authority, 2011)

This is the kind of inside/outside game that is also essential to the eco-
system. You have to work with government institutions to make their 
DATA�mUENCY�AND�DATA�POLICY�BETTER�

!�LAST�EXAMPLE�OF�EARLY�DATA�IN�#HICAGO��AND�PERHAPS�THE�lRST�EXPLICITLY�
conscious publication of data in the city) is the wealth of Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) data published by the City of Chicago. This 
was another early reason why ChicagoCrime (and, by extension, Ev-
eryBlock) could exist. Their policy was formalized in July 2007, but the 
data had been available long before that (City of Chicago, 2007).

4HE�lRST�SECTION�OF�THEIR�DOCUMENTATION��h$ATA�3HARING�0RINCIPLES�v�HAS�
the idea that public information should be public: “Wherever possi-
ble, direct requestors to publicly available internet sources of map 
information.”

This is the moment when the governmental provision of data goes from 
incidental to essential. Before that magic moment, it’s important for de-
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velopers and citizens to look harder for data published in plain sight.

Policy: Enlightened Self-Interest Meets  
the Movement

As a co-founder of EveryBlock, I spent four years (2007 to 2011) work-
ing with sixteen municipalities on publishing data. I saw some funda-
mental patterns of open data policy development that held true here 
in Chicago.

First off, I can’t emphasize the power of examples enough. In Decem-
ber 2007, I was part of a meeting of open data advocates in Sebastopol, 
California. The mission was “to develop a more robust understanding 
of why open government data is essential to democracy.”

The output was the “8 Principles of Open Government Data” (Open 
Government Working Group, 2007). This simple document was a pow-
erful, unimpeachable tool that I used every time I worked with govern-
MENT��)T�MADE�A�SIGNIlCANT�DIFFERENCE�BECAUSE�IT�GAVE�GOVERNMENTBASED�
open data advocates something to point to when they were in their in-
ternal meetings. This support of isolated pockets of policymakers was 
one important pattern I saw here in Chicago as well. Building relation-
ships with public, sharable resources, like the “8 Principles,” allowed 
for shared trust and shared work. This pattern of template sharing is 
something that works.

There were nascent open data plans and products in the Daley admin-
istration, including Chicago Works For You, a project I worked on as a 
consultant for the City in 2005. Micah Sifry discussed this project in a 
2009 article titled “A See-Through Society”:

0EOPLE�ARE�EAGER�FOR�ACCESS�TO�INFORMATION��AND�PUBLIC�OFlCIALS�WHO�
try to stand in the way will discover that the internet responds to 
information suppression by routing around the problem. Consider 
the story of a site you’ve never seen, ChicagoWorksForYou.com. In 
June 2005, a team of Web developers working for the City of Chi-
CAGO�BEGAN�DEVELOPING�A�SITE�THAT�WOULD�TAKE�THE�lFTYlVE�DIFFERENT�
KINDS�OF�SERVICE�REQUESTS�THAT�mOW�INTO�THE�CITY�S�����DATABASE�
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items like pothole repairs, tree-trimming, garbage-can placement, 
building permits, and restaurant inspections—and enable users to 
search by address and “map what’s happening in your neighbor-
hood.” The idea was to showcase city services at the local level. 
(Sifry, 2009)

Early failures often lead the way to the next policy win—that’s 
another pattern.

Hot topics that receive public attention are fecund areas for open data 
policy. In Chicago, Tax Increment Financing is a big topic, mainly 
BECAUSE� IT� HAS� BEEN� AN� OPAQUE� lNANCIAL� INSTRUMENT�� HANDLING� HUGE�
amounts of money with very little public information about how the 
system works.

It’s no accident that a number of Aldermen sponsored the TIF Sun-
shine Ordinance in 2009 (Brooks & O’Neil, 2009). Pressure and heat 
get results.

The last pattern has perhaps led to the most good: when the chief exec-
utive of a unit of government wants to make a big push. Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg of New York won an unusual third term at the same time 
HE�PUSHED�FOR�"IG!PPS��3AN�&RANCISCO�-AYOR�'AVIN�.EWSOM�WAS�PLAN-
NING�A�RUN�FOR�GOVERNOR�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�HE�WORKED�TO�OPEN�$ATA3&��
and our own Mayor Rahm Emanuel embraced open data when he 
made a move from the White House to Chicago City Hall.

4HIS�IS�THE�PATTERN�OF�POWERFUL��ENLIGHTENED�ELECTED�OFlCIALS�IN�THE�EX-
ecutive branch deciding that open data is good policy. They back this 
up by empowering people, like former Chicago CIO Brett Goldstein 
and CTO John Tolva, to develop and implement that policy.

It’s the unique and aggressive policy of publishing data that has brought 
the movement further here in Chicago.

Developers: Civic Activism

Every city has its own history and its own approach to the world, and I 
think that is expressed in its technological history as well. Chicago has 
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been a center of civic activism and individual public creativity for decades.

It can be traced as far back as Jane Addams, who created the Hull 
(OUSE� IN������� )T�WAS� THE�lRST� hSETTLEMENT�HOUSE�v� COOPERATIVE� RESI-
dences for middle-class “settlers” in predominantly immigrant neigh-
borhoods that aimed to reduce inequality in urban areas (Wade, 2004). 
She was also a tireless scholar who studied the geographical distribu-
tion of typhoid fever and found that it was the working poor who suf-
fered most from the illness.

Chicago is the place where the drive for common standards, like the 
eight-hour workday, was fought (Jentz, n.d.). It was a center for the bat-
tle against mortgage redlining (the practice of denying or raising prices 
for mortgages that has played a role in the decay of cities). Activists 
used data to understand the predicament and prove their case.

4HE�'ENERAL�4RANSIT�&EED�3PECIlCATION� �'4&3	� IS� A� RECENT� NATIONAL�
example of success in putting civic data to use for the public good. 
Everyone loves CTA bus tracker apps, but few people know that the 
installation of the GPS satellite technology making that possible is the 
result of a lawsuit brought by a group associated with the Americans 
Disabled for Accessible Public Transit (Chicago Transit Authority, n.d.). 
Their case, Access Living et al. v. Chicago Transit Authority, required 
“installation of audio-visual equipment on buses to announce bus stop 
information to riders who have visual impairments or are deaf or hard 
of hearing” (Equip for Equality, n.d.). When you hear the loudspeaker 
system announce the next street where the bus is stopping, you have de 
facto data activists to thank.

This is the place where saxophonists rise from the stage, blare out a 
ten-minute solo, and calmly fade back into the band. It’s the place 
where slam poetry was conceived—individual poets audaciously grab-
bing the mic for three minutes and getting judged by the crowd. It’s 
also where improv comedy—with its focus on ensemble and fast think-
ing—was invented.

These are threads for us in the civic innovation movement here in Chi-
cago. I believe they’re embedded in the work. They form examples for 
us to follow—the quiet humility of the worker in the crowd, the devel-
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oper among the people.

9OU�CAN�lND�RECITATIONS�OF�PARTICULAR�APPS�USING�SPECIlC�DATASETS�ANY-
where. Just remember that every city has unique cultural and techno-
logical histories. This is the essence of an ecosystem, and it’s why they 
are local.

It’s one thing to recognize history and another to build a local move-
ment from it. Here are some of the entities that have helped form and 
accelerate the work:

• )LLINOIS�$ATA�%XCHANGE�!FlLIATES�WAS�AN�EARLYINCARNATION�OPEN�
DATA�GROUP�THAT�LED�THE�WAY��)LLINOIS�$ATA�%XCHANGE�!FlLIATES��
2007).

• Independent Government Observers Task Force was a 2008 
non-conference, where many of the leaders of the movement 
worked together (Independent Government Observers Task 
Force, 2008).

• Open Government Chicago(-land) is a meetup group started by 
Joe Germuska (Open Government Chicago(-land), 2013).

• Open Gov Hack Nights are weekly meetings that have been 
critical to accelerating the pace of development (Open Gov 
Hack Night, n.d.).

• Digital.CityofChicago.org is a publication at the center of city 
policy and examples (“Release All the Data,” 2013).

Capital: Philanthropy Leads, Capital Must Follow

Without money, there is no sustainability.

!S�AN�ECOSYSTEM�MATURES��IT�lNDS�WAYS�TO�ADAPT�AND�GROW��)N�TECHNOL-
ogy and data, growing means capital. In Chicago, a main source of 
capital currently comes from philanthropic sources, though there are 
some stirrings in the market.
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4HE�lRST� OPEN� GOVERNMENT�DATA� APPS� CONTEST�!PPS� FOR�-ETRO�#HI-
cago—was primarily funded by the MacArthur Foundation (O’Brien, 
2011). The contest was an important moment in the ecosystem—it was 
THE�lRST�TIME�THAT�GOVERNMENT�AND�DEVELOPERS�WERE�BROUGHT�TOGETHER�IN�
the context of a project with cash prizes.

The Smart Chicago Collaborative, a civic organization devoted to im-
proving lives in Chicago through technology, is funded by the MacAr-
thur Foundation and the Chicago Community Trust. Additional fund-
ing came through the federal government’s Broadband Technology 
Opportunities Program, a program designed to expand access and 
adoption of broadband opportunities in communities across America 
(National Telecommunications and Information Administration, n.d.).

EveryBlock was funded by a $1 million grant from the Knight Foun-
dation, and then was acquired by MSNBC. This was a test of using 
philanthropic money and open source as a basis for a business. There 
have not been many examples since then. This is a problem that needs 
TO�BE�lXED�WE�NEED�MORE�EXPERIMENTATION��MORE�VALUE�

A digital startup hub in Chicago, known as 1871, has a number of civic 
startups in their space, including Smart Chicago, Tracklytics, Purple 
Binder, and Data Made. As these organizations deliver more value, the 
entire civic innovation sector will attract more capital.

Products: The Next Frontier

In order for the ecosystem to be self-sustaining, we have to create pop-
ular, scalable, and revenue-generating products with civic data.

Developers in Chicago are making a renewed focus on users. An exam-
ple is the Civic User Testing Group run by Smart Chicago (Smart Chi-
cago Collaborative, n.d.). We’ve spent years trying to get regular resi-
dents to participate in the product development process, and now we 
HAVE�MORE�THAN�lVE�HUNDRED�PEOPLE�SIGNED�UP�IN�OUR�lRST�SIX�MONTHS�

We have to do this—go beyond anecdote, beyond the cool app that lacks 
real traction, into creating business models and datasets that add value. 
We need to make products and services that people can’t live without.
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This will require a mix of proprietary solutions, open source code, and 

shared standards. Companies need to follow viable product strate-

gies—moving from one-off apps to sustainable systems. Interoperable 

data is a critical component to making this happen.

The good thing about this is that there are models to follow in other 

successful companies right here in Chicago. SitterCity is a vast con-

sumer success story. OpenTable, Groupon, and GrubHub are all Chi-

cago companies that found ways to reduce transaction friction in vari-

ous markets.

They did this, in the main, with a strict attention to customers. In the 

civic innovation sector of the technology industry, we call those people 

“residents.” When you are serving people and make popular products, 

you are necessarily serving a civic need.

We’re beginning to focus on this work here in Chicago by adding 

value to civic data with unstructured public content, by creating sys-

tems around predictive analytics, and making baseline services, like 

Open311, that can serve future product needs.

What’s Your Ecosystem?

This is a short take on a complicated subject that, in the end, has to 

BE�COMPLETELY�LOCAL��(OPEFULLY��IT�GIVES�SOME�SPECIlC�EXAMPLES�OF�HOW�
we’ve built an open data ecosystem in Chicago and points to how far 

we have to go.

Chicago has contributed, in our small way, but we have to be measured 

by how we contribute to the entirety of the internet, rather than this 

civic innovation subset. We’re ready to keep going, and we’re excited to 

share our models with the rest of the country and the world.
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